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Program title Description of local program that provides OLMC Reflection Program category In-house/Independent

Montreal Weekend News - Saturday Local News - 6pm - 6:30 pm 010-News In-house

Montreal Weekend News - Sunday Local News - 6pm - 6:30 pm 010-News In-house

News-Montreal - Monday - Friday Local News - 5pm - 6:30 pm 010-News In-house

News-Montreal (Late Night) - Monday - Friday Local News - 11pm - 11:30 pm 010-News In-house

Our Montreal Weekly local current affairs program 02A-Analysis In-house

Absolutely Quebec - An Evening with Janina Fialkowska  This documentary, filmed around Janina Fialkowska's February 25th 2013 concert performance at Pollack Hall in Montreal, looks back on a 
formidable career while examining the notion of mastery – dissecting the nature of musical perfection.

02B-Documentary In-house

Absolutely Quebec - A Table in Quebec A documentary special exploring the culinary culture of Quebec through the eyes and experiences of chef Danny St. Pierre, as he participates 
in the 11th edition of Montreal's famous Highlights Festival.

02B-Documentary In-house

Absolutely Quebec - Hi Ho Mistahey! Veteran NFB filmmaker Alanis Obomsawin follows teens in the Cree community of Attawapiskat as they take their plight for fairness in 
Canadian First Nations’ education to the highest court of the United Nations.

02B-Documentary Independent

Absolutely Quebec - Hockey Migrations Hockey Migrations is a documentary following filmmaker Tony Girardin to northern Quebec where he follows the Tasiujaq Eagles as they gear 
up to face off in the Ungava Cup, the annual Nunavik hockey tournament. As the community rallies around the event of the year, we gain an 
unprecedented insight into the drastic shifts three generations have endured, and how bringing a zamboni to a northern community changes 
the game.

02B-Documentary Independent

Absolutely Quebec - Legends of Magdalen Guided by hand-drawn maps of over 300 19th-century shipwrecks around the Magdalen Islands, diver Mario Cyr explores these depths, 
questioning the notion of treasure as he seeks the lost artifacts of his forebears. A reflection of Maritime Quebec, its Mi’k Maq heritage and the 
cultural shifts these remote islands have experienced over 200 years.

02B-Documentary Independent

Absolutely Quebec - Maple Mayhem Exploring the sticky, golden universe of Canada’s quintessential national emblem, this documentary showcases the culture and politics behind 
this industry in Quebec which recently suffered the biggest heist in agricultural history.

02B-Documentary Independent

Absolutely Quebec - Our Voices Young Quebec natives tell their own funny, poignant and moving stories through a series of short films about important aspects of their lives; 
their land, culture, music and identity. We meet the filmmakers in their own homes and on their own terms.

02B-Documentary Independent

Absolutely Quebec - Parc Avenue Tonight Inspired by the late-night TV greats, Dimitrios Koussioulas believes strongly in the hyper-local celebrity, bringing his popluar web series 
concept, Parc Ave. Tonight, before a live studio audience for his TV debut. With an eclectic assembly of local luminaries, up-and-comer 
comedy acts and live musical guests, Parc Ave. Tonight is the first of its kind: a variety show from anglo Montreal. Featuring Doldrums, 
DeAnne Smith, AroarA The Sanchez Brothers, Cadence Weapon, among many others.

090-Variety In-house

Absolutely Quebec - Small Wonders (2013) Small Wonders is a playfully framed and edited character-driven documentary about three people who run small businesses in Montreal 
neighbourhoods.

02B-Documentary Independent

Absolutely Quebec - Soccer City Montreal Tele-journalist Lila Ait explores local Brazilian, Argentine, Spanish and Italian food, music and dance scenes during the height of Montreal's 
annual display of audacious, unabashed multiculturalism that is the 2014 FIFA World Cup.

02B-Documentary Independent

Absolutely Quebec - The Frog Princes This documentary follows a young theatre troupe as they work tirelessly to put together a play under extraordinary circumstances. All twenty 
members of the cast face intellectual and mental disabilities. They must work through personal struggles, hopes and fears under the creative 
and therapeutic direction of a charismatic mentor and trained theatre director at Concordia University in Montreal.

02B-Documentary Independent
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Program title Description of local program that provides OLMC Reflection Program category In-house/Independent

Absolutely Quebec - Van Horne & Waverly The post-industrial buildings at the intersection of VanHorne & Waverly in Montreal’s Mile End neighbourhood hosts a plethora of creative 
workspaces, home to some of the city’s most intriguing and successful artists. We will meet three of the neighbourhood’s foremost (i.e. fiery) 
characters: installation artist/sculptor Glen Lemesurier, musician/performance artist Radwan Moumneh and visual artist Rouge Lefebvre, who 
spent much of her childhood dancing for Les Grands Ballets Canadiens.

02B-Documentary Independent

Looming Large: Textiles in Quebec (2013) Explores innovations in Quebec art technology, and wearables 02B-Documentary In-house

Montreal Mayoral Debate (2013) Municipal Election Debate 030-Reporting In-house

Quebec Votes (2014) Provincial Election coverage 030-Reporting In-house
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